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the legend will never die
This is just a sample of what’s in
our latest issue, Myth.
Go to our website

http://www.fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
to purchase the full mag with ten fantastic features!

Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and Kindle downloads.

Did you know that we’re now on Patreon? Visit

https://www.patreon.com/fiveoutoften
to support us – never miss an issue!
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Sometimes when we finish an issue of Five out of Ten, we look back and wonder how we
managed to pull it all together in time. But somehow we did, and you’re in for a treat: learn
about how games can provide comfort for homesickness, mirror a real-life loss of religious
faith, cause us to look at weapons in a different way, and discover new ways to learn. In
our themed ‘Myth’ pieces, we contrast the myths of antiquity like Prometheus and religion
with the modern day myths of ‘Sheng Long’ and virtual worlds. Also, ME&R returns for a
loving embrace in the middle of our mag – check them out on Patreon.
Special thanks to Meg Syverud for providing our beautiful cover art at short notice!

Alan Williamson
Editor-in-Chief – Following up on last issue’s Frankfurt
marathon cancellation, he’s re-training for Brighton in April.
Sponsor him: http://uk.virginmoneygiving.com/agbear !
Favourite cocktail: vodka martini (stirred, not shaken)

Lindsey Joyce

Managing Editor – contributor to Critical Distance, First Person
Scholar, and Kill Screen. She once stood on a dead whale
in the middle of the Atlantic. It was gross. Favourite cocktail:
mojito.

Craig Wilson

Design Editor – responsible for at least half of the design,
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Robbie Pickles

Copy Editor – History and Politics graduate whose pop culture
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Home is Where the
Console is
Jess is
Turner
Home
Where
the Console is
10,000 miles
from your
homelife
and
console,
a love
of gaming grows.
Moving
halfa way
around
the world
is tough. Moving a few hours away is hard
enough, but crossing time zones makes the
distance more real. When you’ve spent years
collecting things, creating a life and a home,
one of the hardest things you can ever do is
leave all that behind and start afresh.
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I

never realised until I was just about to leave
Sydney how hard-hitting this would be; the
23 years I have spent living there, collecting and
playing video games, building a gaming PC and
working at a game store. You collect a lot of game
related stuff including, but not limited to, an Ocarina, countless game character statues and posters,
and a vast video game library, all of which don’t
travel well. When you realize the exorbitant cost of
shipping these items across the world, you realise
that a cull must be imminent.

The night before I left Australia in May 2015, I
packed whatever I could fit into my two suitcases,
knowing this would be the last time in a long time I
would be in the comfort of my bedroom with all my
stuff. My PC had always been my pride and joy and
I’d spent months, as well as hundreds of dollars
getting it just the way I wanted it. Through lugging
it around to a friend’s house to play World of
Warcraft, or late evenings that turned into early
mornings reliving my childhood playing Age of
Empires, I built it from the ground up. With one
final session of CIV 5 on my PC the night before I
left – this was it – I was really leaving it all behind.
The biggest loss for me would be the inability to
play epic RPGs – Baldur’s Gate, Fable, Dragon
Age. I knew I just couldn’t take them with me.

aith is like a
A
Crisis
of
glass of water.

Fayth
When
you’re young, the glass
is small and it’s easy to fill
up. But the older you get, the
bigger the glass gets and
the same amount of liquid
doesn’t fill it anymore.
Yuna’s journey in Final Fantasy X serves as an allegory
for the trials we face on the road to adulthood.

Liz, Dogma

A Crisis of Fayth
Lindsay Robertson

I

first played Final Fantasy X in my late teens,
a period when my life seemed to be changing beyond recognition. I was officially lapsing
from my Roman Catholic upbringing, as my own
beliefs were continually at odds with their teachings and I wasn’t prepared to accept everything
that happened in life, good or bad, was simply
“God’s plan”. Like most people at that age, I was
trying to understand the world and my place in it,
but I just couldn’t find those answers within the
Church.
Final Fantasy X follows the story a of young
woman named Yuna and her guardians through
the land of Spira. While on a pilgrimage, she prays
at the temples of Yevon – Spira’s religious order –
in the hope of defeating the monster called Sin (a
literal monster, not a metaphorical one) that attacks
human settlements, leaving death and destruction
in its wake. On the way, she discovers corruption
in the heart of Yevon, as its own officials commit
terrible deeds to keep their authority intact. Yuna
is later faced with the possibility that her entire
belief system may be founded upon a lie.
Yuna’s journey serves as an allegory for the trials
we face on the road to adulthood. Whether it’s
with our religious beliefs, political ideology, or a
relationship with someone we respect and admire
– at some point, we all have a crisis of faith, and it’s
how we deal with these crises that strengthens
and defines us.

GAMES ABOUT FIRING GUNS ARE FUN TO PLAY

Cover Me, I’m
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Guns are a quick way to turn a setting into a scene, but
what happens when games take them seriously?

THE GOLDEN GUN

PEN

GoldenEye 007 (1997)

COVER ME, I’M RELOADING!
JOSH TREVETT

“G

ames about firing guns are fun to play”:
that’s true for many players who don’t care
at all about guns. Games are good at allowing us
to move through and look at virtual space, and
putting a gun in your character’s hands is an easy
way to turn that into an experience with stakes and
tension: if you can move around, and look round
skillfully, then push this button and whatever you’re
looking at gets shot.

Guns also provide a convenient extra layer of challenge, if we want it: the need to manage ammunition. Although Goldeneye 007 for the Nintendo
64 wasn’t the first shooter game whose weapons
had to be reloaded, it did popularize the mechanic.
Drawing from the stylized realism of the James
Bond films, the guns were remarkable at the time
for being modeled after real-life firearms, albeit
with knockoff names: an M16, a Colt Magnum, an
AK-47. They could even be aimed independently of
the centre of the screen and, to deepen the sense
of authenticity, their clips would empty, requiring the gun to be dipped down out-of-frame and
refilled with a satisfying ‘click-clack’.

At the time, the relative realism of Goldeneye’s
weapon handling felt exciting. Now, almost 20
years later, almost exactly the same mechanical
framework for weapon reloading is omnipresent in
games about shooting. Tap R, or square, or X and
your character will do it all for you, drawing from
what’s usually a magical pool of bullets rather than
a discreet collection of clips. All that’s changed
is that instead of disappearing momentarily from
view, the gun’s reload is displayed in a slick animation that plays out before your eyes.
It’s a fine mechanic. It’s clear why game designers
have returned to it over and over. It adds just two
extra layers of interaction for the player to keep
track of: how many bullets are left in that clip, and
how many bullets are left in that magical pool?
Adding downtime to the act of killing can be a
wonderful wrinkle for a game’s pacing. Don’t turn
that corner before reloading. Try to catch the other
guy while he’s reloading. If you’re low on ammo,
then you’re in serious danger.

Character Sheet:

The Volume Master
SILENCE
BOMB

7

HEAR
SIGHT

QUIET, PLEASE!
HEY! LISTEN!

Silence all creatures in a 10m radius.
Any creature disobeying the silence bomb loses 5 points

If the Volume Master drops a Silence Bomb without the
teacher’s permission then the Volume Master loses 5 points

Gamification of
the Classroom
LEVEL

+5

It’s a big day for 9-year-old Lenka. Thanks to an
extra credit assignment and her completed book
report, she’s earned enough points to get to level
seven, and it’s time for the crowning ceremony.

VOLUME

SILENCE
BOMB

She waits semi-patiently at the front of the room,
her eyes sparkling with excitement, but the class
is too rowdy, too busy analysing their own character sheets and calculating how many more points
they need to level up.

A class levels up to beat the Bully Wizard
and discovers a new way to learn.

SPECIAL
MOVE

HEAR
SIGHT
SPECIAL
MOVE

Fortunately, settling them down isn’t my responsibility; that’s the Volume Master’s job. I give him
the signal and he proudly stands up, hands in the
air, and announces, “Quiet, please!” The students
quieten down immediately: not respecting the
Volume Master is the fastest way to lose points.
I start up the ceremonial music, shake Lenka’s
hand, and place the crown on her head.
The whole class applauds.

Gamification of the Classroom
Megan LeBoeuf

O

nly one student is jealous: Kuba, who hasn’t
even reached level six yet. At the end of the
class he tells me how unfair it is that he’s so far
behind the others. So I ask him why he doesn’t
have as many points as his classmates. He knows
the answer: he never does his homework or his
book reports, and has lost many points for breaking rules. The number of points he has is entirely
within his control, not mine. “So how can you get
more points?” I ask him. “Do my homework and
my book reports,” he answers glumly. Seeing his
lack of confidence, I decide to make a secret deal
with him. If he does all his homework for the next
month, I’ll give him ten bonus points for all his hard
work. After all, we need every student in the class
to reach level ten by the end of the year so we can
succeed in our boss battle against the Bully Wizard,
the nemesis who has plagued our imaginary
world since day one of the school year. The
look of pride on his face in the next lesson
as he presents his completed homework
brings actual tears to my eyes.

ME&R #4: Rain

RAIN: water, in droplets, falling from the sky.
A large or overwhelming quantity of things,
falling or descending.
Of the sky,
				The clouds,
								Etc.
PLAY LIST
Rain, House, Eternity - Kitty Horror Show
Petrichor - Sundae Month
Downpour - rosencrantz
Rainy day - Benjam
A Walk In The Rain -Tom Kail
Leaving hungry waters - Niall Moody
On a rainy day - Shalin Shodhan
I am the sun - Rene Rother
Lovely weather we’re having - Julian Glander
The stream of warm impermanence - Matthew R.F. Balousek

More playlists: meandrzine.itch.io
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Tim Skew

Game Poems For Rain - Hannah Nicklin
Puddle
A game poem for walking to or from school to help you move the children
you are in charge of a bit faster than they might otherwise have done so.
On some days the puddles are the sky fallen down. On some days the
giant’s footsteps in the world adjacent to ours are so heavy they resound
here. On some days the faces of other yous in other universes look out
from them. What will they tell you?
The game is to race from one bit of fallen sky to the other. When you get
there you have until the adult/s reach you to shout out all of the things
you can see in the other world.
When they arrive, the window is broken. Run to the next one!
Examples:
Trees made of candifloss and birds that look like walruses with dragonfly
wings!
The grass is purple and alive and when it rains it licks it up like a hundred
frog’s tongues!
The other me says it’s cold there and the sky is always grey please can
they come here and play
The world is all bananas, just bananas, look I’m going to count them 1 2 3
4 5 6 7 6 (I ate a banana)
Questions you can ask:
What does the other you look like?
What colours are things there?
What do the people and the animals look like?
Are there any fairies or monsters?

Mizzling.
Mizzling is a Lincolnshire word - it means that kind of rain that is like
fine mist crossed with drizzle.
The kind that beads on your hair and the cloth of your coat.
This is a game for quiet Sunday afternoons,
or for walking and laughing with friends in the outdoors,
or for long train journeys when the rain mixes with diesel dirt drifts
driving tracks across your window
(well done on getting the window seat by the way).
Invent a name for each of the following types of rain.
If you still want to carry on after, think of other rain,
share the description if you’re playing with others, give it a name.
rain on awnings or caravans
rain on water
rain when you’re little
rain in wellingtons
rain when you’re on your way to a date
long waited summer rain
rain you kiss in, not at all like the movies
the rain that they kiss in in the movies
rain that means the crops come again
rain on christmas day
rain on the first day back to school
rain on your face that is almost sleet
rain that swells rivers, dangerously
indoor break time rain
raindrops you race
rain from your country
rain on dog
rain for the fishes
rain on your wedding day
rain on a barbecue
rain, again.

You are a Rain Bot
Today on twitter
you are going to retweet
everything that feels like rain.
tieguniang: (Nothing throws me off like an unclosed quote or
parenthetical thought
michelleyascapi: This pre-AirBnB hosting mega clean has got serious.
I JUST THREW A BOOK OUT.
mink_ette: breaks
tieguniang: Your 404 page says a lot about you.
A_Wes: What. A. Day.
A_Wes: I’m going to add some magic to this cold by filling my mouth
with glitter before every sneeze.
beckwig: Now to lie down forever.
beckwig: @RachelRayns
ahahahahahahahahahahahahahhahahahahahahaha no
beckwig: [Your advert here]
whitingjp: Good: hanging out in Copenhagen was swell, Roskilde
excellent. Bad: apparently my baggage likes Copenhagen too, and
has stayed on for a bit.
martinhollis: I have Araldite in my hair. Yes it is one of the strongest
glues in the world. Yes I meant to do that. OK I didn’t mean to do that.
bitoclass: Why on earth did I think it was a good idea to tweet that
we hadn’t had any rain here? You can guess what happened within
minutes, of course
jmickle_: When did people start using the phrase “going forward” and
can they stop
danieljharvey: I’m going to start tweeting at adverts.
danieljharvey: THIS APP WANTS TO USE MY MICROPHONE TO
MAKE PHONE CALLS BUT WHAT IF ITS ACTUALLY RECORDING MY
TEDIOUS REDUNDANT PANICKING INSTEAD?

danieljharvey: As the old saying goes, you can’t TRULY hate
somebody until you’ve manually edited and re-tuned their vocal takes.
KommanderKlobb: Sunflowers + Dahlias + Rain = SNAILS, SNAILS
EVERYWHERE THEY ARE LEGION
tigershungry: teeny tiny bird lost in the library
ardvarc: Feel very... drifty.
edclef: Currently stuck in loop of feeling like I haven’t made enough
progress to justify a break but prob needing to take a break to make
progress
pageantmalarkey: Thanks to the gentlemen who shouted his
guesstimate of my bra size as I ran for my bus.
edjeff: just checked my bank balance to see if the space time
continuum had been ruptured
compositeredfox: I died at the hug

Rain comes with a set of rituals - umbrellas and
raincoats and bright, plastic boots. Head down
half runs and hopping over water that’s pooled
up too deep. Good natured complaining to the
friends and strangers we pass on the street
or sit next to on the bus, shaking off droplets
dramatically in doorways.
There are rain rules, almost. Ways to behave
when the weather sends us water down. Most
sacred of observances for most of course is
the sitting-inside-appreciating-the-outside rain
watch. The rain one step removed is by far our
favoured form.
Were it not for getting wet, perhaps we’d like
more to be out in it. The sounds, sights, and the
soothing blanket aura of the downpour, without
the soaked to the bones, wet-socked slog home.
Games though tread a line between the
watching/rain and feeling/rain. We are and are
not in the rain, both together by enjoying a
recreation. It may not be perfect - the simple
cycle of preset precipitation, a three or four
frame flickering visual, the static hiss and hum
audio - but still it holds us captivated.
Not rain, but the spirit of it, provoking the
feeling, creating rituals of its own. Leave the
game paused and listen, watch. Run in circle
to seek out the specific splashing sound clip
that you love the most. Find a place to shelter,
although you suffer no dampness at all.

Games make the rain a ritual itself.
Step outside, let it fall, play and revel in it.
You can go home later.
Lovely weather we’re having.

I don’t game. I’m a non-gamer.
Why, you might ask, am I here contributing a gaming zine then?
The answer, my friend, is rainy days - and my own inability to shift
my ass past the furthest reaches of the sofa when it’s drizzling.
I do play games though - it’s just intermittent, dictated by the
weather. The ability to sit down in front of an unoccupied TV with
a friend or two (or maybe a sibling) is a rare occurrence. When I
do have time to sit with games these days, it’s mostly a bonding
exercise. And it’s probably because it’s chucking it down.
See, when it rains it pours here - and when it does, I play Little
Big Planet. I’ve spent many a happy hour dragging my sack boy
comrades to the brink of death and beyond (to full-on death, it
would seem). Away from the rain, we game collaboratively to an
inevitable end - “If I get mugged on the way home, I’m blaming
you. Do you have a brolly?”
Recently on a trip to Cardiff to see friends, we ended up trapped
inside sheltering from sheet rain like no other. Thankfully, we
were trapped with a copy of Spyro for the PS1. It might be soggy
outside, but there’s a very special type of warm glow you can get
from a world of dubious dragons, bizarre baddies and scratchy
music (quite literally, the disc had seen many happy years of
service). There are keen differences to be appreciated, between
swimming for gems in the crystal waters of the Homeworld and
trudging through the driving Welsh rain to go to Laserques. The
absence of sodden shoes and ruined jumpers are particularly
notable.
I’m a non-gamer, but gaming is an escape that a little precipitation
doesn’t spoil - and I’d rather keep my parade warm and dry,
thanks very much.
Louise Farley

patreon.com/meandrzine
MEANDRZINE.TUMBLR.COM
@MEANDRZINE
COMING NEXT:
Issue #5 - BLOOM
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Mythbuilding
Mythbuilding

How do we keep our minds stoked with new myths and
legends when we are biased towards the old ones?

Alan Williamson

I

recently visited Berlin’s Pergamonmuseum,
browsing the collections of ancient Egyptian
and Mesopotamian art with an English audio guide
as my companion. A museum audio guide is a
fascinating director’s commentary for an exhibition:
it sheds light on the historian’s thought processes,
the practical aspects of curating an exhibit, objects’
historiography as well as their history. You learn
facts that they don’t print on those tiny placards:
did you know that Egyptian sarcophagi have
beards with upturned ends to represent Osiris,
the god of the dead? Did you know that, at least in
the case of the Pergamonmuseum, entire temple
walls ended up in museums because rich people
in the 1800s packed and shipped them around
like Ikea flatpacks?

The most interesting audio commentary surrounded an oliphant, a ornate hunting horn, found in
Sicily and dated to the time of the Islamic Fatimid
dynasty. Historians cannot agree on whether this
object truly represents Islamic, Mediterranean, or
another culture. No oliphants have been preserved
from Fatimid Egypt. We may never know the truth.
To highlight the murkiness of this history, you can
spin an interactive exhibit like a slot machine and
read different historians’ assertions, without any
evidence to prove the case one way or another.
If you were the curator in charge of that exhibit,
you could literally change the course of history. I
knew from high school that history was a matter of
interpretation, but I didn’t realise that this extended
to physical objects as well as events. Historical
relics don’t just reinforce historical myths: they
can be myths in themselves.

The Liver of
Prometheus
The Liver of Prometheus
Videogames are an oral history, retold time and again,
amended in the telling each time we play.

Amsel von Spreckelsen
Prometheus bound to a rock, his liver eaten by an eagle.
Eng Wellcome V0041858, Wikimedia Commons – CC-BY 4.0

P

rometheus was the first person on record to
get unlimited continues. Gilgamesh may have
been chronicled earlier but he was probably a real
person and he never actually found the immortality he was looking for. He died only the once. In
fact, that’s usually it for classical and pre-classical
heroes, they die the once or they never die at
all. Prometheus didn’t die, but he should have.
His liver was plucked from his body every morning in the sort of gratuitously mortal wound that
video game characters suck up every moment of
every day, and then it grew back. The first instance
of the respawn. Prometheus is the kid who kept
feeding quarters into the cabinet until their buddy
Hercules turned up and pressed start on player
2. It may have been intended as a punishment,
but Prometheus was, in many ways, just the first
videogame character.

An Absence of Faith
An Absence of
Faith
Videogames deal with living deities that influence and affect
their worlds. Games have religion, but where is their faith?

Megan LeBoeuf

W

hether you’re devoutly religious, spiritual,
agnostic or a non-believer, the world we live
in is influenced and affected by religion. For many
people, their belief in a higher power or membership in their religious community is central to every
aspect of their lives. Religion is the basis for most of
our laws and ethics, and the cause of wars around
the world. You might expect such an important
topic to feature heavily in the games we make
and play, and yet it seems to be strangely absent.

There are games where real-world religions are
present, especially historical games like Civilization
and Crusader Kings. In such settings, the religion is
usually just inserted as found in the wild: we’re told
what a group of people believe, and that’s about

it. Real-life religions are typically left untampered
with, which makes sense: when a large part of
your audience might base their life on the religion
you’re including in your game, it’s best not to risk
angering or offending them.
But something more interesting happens in the
fictional universes we create and explore in games.
The idea of faith – of the belief in something without proof - is central to the lives of so many people,
and it is almost completely ignored. There are
religions, deities, spirits, gods, Daedra, djinni, and
all manner of other supernatural creatures which
are worshipped by the characters in game worlds,
yet there is almost no faith. Why? Because there
doesn’t need to be.

You Are Destiny

The myths of Bungie’s latest game are influence by
the fan-created legends of its predecessors.

You are Destiny
Joshua Trevett

T

here’s a feeling of history to Bungie’s Destiny.
Not just in the sense that its environments tell
stories, but rather that time moves forward in this
world, ever-advancing towards the new. Destiny’s
cyclical reward structure allows old adventures
to be phased into the past by looping them out
of the game’s main story, becoming sidequests
new players will outlevel before even noticing they
exist. One example is the Prison of Elders, at one
time the destination for the highest level gear and
greatest challenges. But time has moved on, and
while the rest of the game has leveled up, the
Prison hasn’t. To visit the Prison of Elders now is
to take part in a historical reenactment of a past
battle, fought in a time of new alliances borne from
a common enemy.

Destiny finds clever ways to reinforce its historical narrative. Much of the original plot dealt with
a quest to find an entrance to a surreal and foreboding place called the Black Garden. Then, with
the first expansion The Dark Below, that garden
became a multiplayer arena: a training ground,
territory for the good guys. Someone who begins
Destiny now will likely visit the garden in its more
mundane state before reaching the point in the
story where they conquer it – if they ever get that
far. New players can recount the story of how
the Black Garden was conquered, but can’t relate
the experience of being there when that event
became history.

Kracking the Kode of
Gaming Myths
Kracking the
Kode of Gaming
Myths
Myth and the gaming community coexist in a symbiotic
relationship, where legends can become reality.

Lindsay Robertson

While these stories are not literally true, any
more than a horror film is, when hearing them
we realize that they could be true!”
– Jan Harold Brunvard, Be Afraid, Be Very Afraid

W

hen I was in primary school, my classmates
told ‘true’ stories about killer clowns. According to playground lore, the clowns lured children
into vans with promises of sweets and trips to the
circus. Once inside the vans, the children were
never seen again (insert ominous music cue here).
Most of us knew it was nonsense — the stories
always involved an anonymous ‘friend of a friend’
– but the stories were so thrilling that we didn’t
really care. I’m sure it was just a total coincidence
that Stephen King’s It had been recently released
on VHS...
One day, our headmistress gave us sealed letters
to take home to our parents. Naturally, we opened
them up on the way home. There had been
rumours of a “man dressed as a clown” loiter-

ing near schools and, although parents shouldn’t
panic, they should remind their children never to
talk to strangers. How about that? The grown-ups
were talking about the clowns; we had proof! That
scrap of credibility made our silly stories seem
horrifyingly real.
Every culture has its mythology, and gaming
communities embrace this more than most. From
creators to consumers, press to publicists, gaming
culture actively creates and cements its own urban
legends. All it takes is one rumour and a sprinkling
of credence to create a virtual playground of excitable kids, on a global scale.

First Person
Perspectives
First Person
Perspectives
A game of laser tag calls into question how virtual reality might
break down the barrier between the player and their role.
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I

played laser tag with some friends one Friday
evening after work. As I scurried in to the first
twenty minute round – an everyone-for-themselves shootout – I crouched behind a large
petrol tank prop and prepared myself for battle.
Excitedly scanning the playing field, I could see
the countdown timer out of the corner of my eye.
The anticipation of battle momentarily parked my
adrenalin; I was ready to shoot anyone in sight.
Laser tag is as close as you can get to a multiplayer
first person shooter in the real world, and hopefully as close as I’ll get to real warfare.
First person shooters, particularly the more ‘realistic’ military-styled ones, are often seen to represent combat and war. Sure, their situations and
characters are highly exaggerated, but they are
free of the mythical powers of role playing games

like fireballs, lightning shards and magic buffs that
detract from perceptions of realism. Despite most
shooters being grounded in realism or plausible
science fiction, they are still playful by nature –
they are still games, after all! As with the games
of dodgeball, water balloon fights, and cops and
robbers I played when I was little, the thrill of the
game is in ‘getting’ someone and narrowly escaping being ‘got’. In laser tag and shooter games,
the ability to get or be got is extended to virtually
anything within your line of sight. This creates
anticipation and excitement: at any moment, a new
target or threat could come from any direction. In
these games we must remain aware of distance,
timing, angles and cover, employing teamwork
and strategy to the decisions that we make on
the ‘battlefield’.
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Year Three

Year Two

The best things come in threes. And fives.
Delve into the third year of Five out of Ten - Soul,
Future, Luck, Nature, and Control - in one special
edition. Over 100 features across over 450 pages
of outstanding videogame culture writing.

The Best of Us.
Enjoy our second year – Change, Power, Space,
Time, and Heart – in one lovely package.
A portion of sales from Year Two help support the
videogame charity SpecialEffect.

#16 – Identity
Find out who you really are.
We visit the mysteries of Shapeir, examine why
vast games are better than epic ones, explore
glitch space, critique videogaming nostalgia,
and discover Jewish identities in games.

Year One: Reloaded
Remastered. Reloaded.
The first amazing year of Five out of Ten. Fifty
outstanding essays that refine videogame writing: investigative journalism, personal experiences,
childlike wonder and adult encounters.
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